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Good evening all you fantastic MI students!!

I trust you have all had a peaceful and relaxing weekend and are all safe in your wee whaanau
bubbles! I also hope you are managing to have some good whanaau time and you are
demonstrating all our MI values and keys to success whilst stuck at home! A short email, beats
my long assembly talk right, haha, to check in with you all and wish you a good week ahead! It's
been cool to make contact with some of you as I have come in and out of various class or
whaanau hangouts so thanks for the laughs and chats!

Tomorrow is the start of another week of online learning so a massive thank you to those of you
who have engaged in this and are getting some good stuff going on. Also, make sure you enjoy
the chats or texts with your teachers if they are doing this as well and make the most of the
experience. Different to being at school, and yup we all miss that I am sure, but let's be positive
and get the most out of a situation we are not that enamored by! Make sure you also check out
the latest newsletter Mr. Bartlett sent you on Friday... you'll get a chance to go over this with
your form class in a hangout tomorrow as well!

Remember if you need a chat about anything contact your form teacher or whaanau leader and
if there are any issues you need some further help or support with they will be able to direct you
elsewhere if they cannot sort something immediately. Likewise, you can also email me or Mr
Bartlett (thomasb@manurewaint.school.nz). AND a reminder it is SKODEL check in tomorrow
morning!

See you all when we can but in the meantime, keep smiling and be positive, help out around the
house and stay safe and sensible.

Mr Taylor


